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Based on robert kirkman's award-winning series The Walking Dead, The Walking Dead: Season One on mobile devices has been released to the market by Telltale Games with the filmmaker's permission for fan service purposes. That doesn't mean the game will follow the same motives of the original series; instead,
the game has completely changed the original story and replaced it with new scenes as well as new character lines. With that wise decision, the game has become a global success. The Walking Dead series is perhaps a suitable brand and an excellent theme for evoking the player's inner fear of the walking undead.
That leads to the victory of this game. However, that's not the only reason why the game is surprisingly successful, realistic graphics, enchanted and varied gameplay and meaningful messages are also amazing features that make this game so exciting, especially for fans. In addition, the game is only 1.6 gigabytes, does
not require high specifications to be able to play and is even free to download making it easier for everyone to access and experience it. The fast and thrilling rhythm of the game, the dramatic action sceneUnlike cinematic version, The Walking Dead: Season One for handsets has a very fast and thrilling gameplay. By the
time you get into the game, just 10 minutes after the intro, our main character - Lee Everett has faced a walking corpse. Afterwards, while seeking help, Lee meets his rescuer - Clementine, a 9-year-old girl who lives nearby. Then, his second journey officially begins with countless difficulties and dangers waiting ahead.
Included in the interactive adventure category, players will interact with NPCs - characters and environments that can't be played by circles appearing on the screen. After that, players are required to make a decision in a short time. Every decision a player make will lead to a different outcome that they will find during the
game. Sometimes you have to face zombies and players have to quickly find a way out of the situation, which is when eye-catching action scenes happen. You will experience kicking a zombie in the face and it won't kill him, unless you shoot him in the head or even smash his head to rest with an axe. All this will happen
on your phone, in front of your face, scary but also very dramatic! New stories, new characters, but maintaining the same core values Plot changes are the game's biggest features. There will be nothing to argue about if this game follows the original story of The Walking Dead. That's because Telltale decided. Unlike the
cinematic version, The Walking Dead: Season One for handsets has a very fast and thrilling gameplay. When you enter the game, only 10 minutes after the intro, the main character - Lee Everett has faced a walking corpse. Afterwards, while seeking help, Lee meets his rescuer - Clementine, a 9-year-old girl who lives
nearby. Then, his second trip officially began with countless difficulties danger waiting ahead. The core values of the game are highlighted because it requires players to make decisions, it can be conversations with other NPCs or actions with zombies. Tolerance, help, selfishness or lies all depend on the player's choice.
The NPC will remember the player's actions or words as Lee Everret and then bring the story to many different endings. Lee and Clementine's journey highlights the individual characteristics and experiences of each character in the player's mind. You will realize, to survive in a bloodthirsty post-apocalyptic world, they
must all have qualities such as solidarity, courage and sometimes determination and cruelty. In the game, the player plays the role of Lee Everret, a macon native, who is taken to prison for his murder. The player will touch the circles that appear on the screen - such as instructions for interacting with other environments
as well as characters. Most of the time, the game features a 3rd point of view so players can see the post-apocalyptic world more realistically. However, in some dramatic action scenes, the screen gives the player a first-person perspective to feel it most authentically. In addition, game publisher Telltale recommends
players to use headphones or earphones to experience the game much better as they will listen to other NPCs and respond accordingly. The decision-making deadline also makes the speed of the game faster and helps players get along with Lee. Sometimes players only have seconds to make a decision before a
zombie rushes in. The Walking Dead: Season One is really a good example of not all games based on bad quality movies. With a unique character and personality like Lee - a stoic and experienced person, Clementine is a little girl with tremendous courage and another very complex line of characters. We see it
appearing on this road to survival, the zombie apocalypse is just a secondary problem. Human catastrophe is actually the most dangerous thing, instead of uniting and living, the doubts and negativity that people have with each other, is what slowly kills teammates and themselves. Telltale Games itself made it out of the
original plot of the film and created a game full of lessons and philosophies that made many fans convinced and liked it even more than the original The Walking Dead series. The game has light graphics but is quite beautiful and realistic with an interesting and calm game style. No game can possibly teach players life
lessons from cyberspace. The Walking Dead: Season One MOD APK although it's free to download and experience, it's a pay-to-play game. But the question is is it worth it? The answer is absolutely yes. It costs about $5 to open so a total of 25 dollars to play all episodes of the game, including specials. Frankly, this is
an acceptable price for this quality game compared to stories and values it brings. For zombie fans and especially fans of The Walking Dead, this game is a must try, but for people who don't know or love zombies, it's well worth the time to experience it even just the first episode that's free to play from the game 10 늦월
사월 a 찾 1000! 돋 10000 PUBG 한-1전 Free Fire - Battlegrounds 10 서이 덜한 로얄 1 PUBG 1000 베 10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 그렇지
않으면... 서서 라스베월스 PUGB Exhilarating'in uluslararası versiyonu Terraria월 로이 서전 by Rexdl · February 27, 2016Current Version: 1.18File size: Apk: 11MB | Data: 1.1 ~ GBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comFree directly download the new version of The Walking Dead Season One Apk Android from Rexdl. As featured in
TegraZone, The Walking Dead is a five-part game series (Episodes 2-5 can be purchased via in-app) set in the same universe as robert kirkman's award-winning series. Play as Lee Everett, a convicted felon, who has been given a second chance at life in a world devastated by the undead. With the undead back alive
and survivors stopping at nothing to keep their own safety, protecting an orphan girl named Clementine might offer redemption in a world going to hell. Experience events, meet people, and visit locations that foretell the story of Deputy Sheriff Rick Grimes. Customized game experiences – the actions, choices, and
decisions you make will affect how your story plays out throughout the series. Play great on NVIDIA SHIELDWinner from over 90 Game of the Year awardsAll five award-winning episodes plus a special episode of '400 Days'Choice is important: your decision to change the story around YouSave over 25% on additional
episodes by purchasing a Season Pass and gaining access to Episodes 2-5, plus special episodes of 400 Days soon – SYSTEM REQUIREMENTSMinimum specs: GPU: Adreno 200 series, Mali-400 series, PowerVR SGX540, or Tegra 3 CPU: Dual core 1GHz Memory: 1GBRecommended specs: GPU: Adreno 300
series, Mali-T600 series, Mali-T600 series, PowerVR SGX544, or Tegra 4 CPU: 1.5GHz Quad core memory: 2GBGet your device's MODEL GPU (Adreno, Mali, Tegra, PowerVR). Learn android in the market CPU-Z (com.cpuid.cpu_z) can use this program. -&gt;&gt; Download CPU-ZAPK install on your device.
com.telltalegames.walkingdead100 folder android / obb copy to. Enter the game. Tags: The Walking Dead Season OneThe Walking Dead Season One androidThe Walking Dead Season One apkThe Walking Dead Season One obb The Walking Dead: Season One is a loyal port of the excellent point-and-click
adventure game that debuted on desktop. Walk in the sunIf you're a zombie fan and have never heard of The Walking Dead, help yourself and read comics, watch shows, and take on The Walking Dead: Season One for Android. While many port games to be even worse, Walking Dead: The Game stays true to the
original game and plays even better on the touch screen. The Walking Dead: Season One focuses on dialogue options. Players are given limited time to choose between multiple dialog options, dialogues, mass effect dialog system, unless Mass Effects has no time limit. By introducing deadlines, players feel the urgency
and will hopefully answer more candidly. The Walking Dead allows you to portray the main character, Lee Everett, as a misunderstood or immoral person. Since there are so many choices players can make in The Walking Dead: Season One, your friends who play the same game will most likely have a different story
than you. It gave The Walking Dead some star replay value. At the end of each episode, you are given a report on how your choice coincides with other Walking Dead players. The story builds a nail-biting climax, albeit briefly. Because The Walking Dead: Season One is great for making you care about the characters in
your group, figuring out Clementine and Lee's fate will make you gasp. Some players have complained about the end of the story but I think it is done beautifully and follows the themes presented in the game. Removing the undeadThe Walking Dead: Season One features fast-food shows throughout the game that add
to the tension. Walking Dead includes a sequence in which you have to quickly tap a button to fight enemies as well as a sequence in which you have to quickly drop zombies by clicking on them. The Walking Dead was never made to be a shooter so some weapons games and even a walk featured some clunky controls
when playing with the mouse and keyboard. How does it look? The story in The Walking Dead is really fun, backed up by great voice acting and character models. Although the graphics in The Walking Dead aren't the most sophisticated, his cell-shaded art style brings comic book characters to life with bright colors and
hard brush strokes. You really care about each character in your group. There are also some great villains in the game who do some surprising things. A faithful recreation ofTellTale Games has been done correctly by The Walking Dead franchise with an interesting storyline that provides parallels with comics. Comics.
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